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tration; the details form part of the whole and should
never be lost sight of as they are the part and parcel of the
general principles of conduct.
Fifthly, that as the foundations of the ever enduring
Kingdom of our Exalted family were laid by the grant of
the high rank and office of Saddrat by the Emperor to our
late martyred grand-father, Nawab cAbid Khan (may
he rest in peace and may he receive salvation), it has
become incumbent on us, above all else, to respect and
hold in honour this high office. May God grant you the
good fortune of having the holy men and the saints inter-
cede for you in your need, and may you always be the
first in greeting others, in accordance with the Saying of
the Prophet; this being the source of untold blessing and
strengthening of faith in this world and of great recom-
pense and reward in the next!
Sixthly, that the earth and the sky and the human race,
all were created by God, and therefore, it behoves the
temporal ruler, the Vice-gerent of God upon earth, to
meditate deeply on the most perfect and the most magni-
ficent Omnipotence of God, and not arrogate to himself
the exclusive ownership of the whole earth. He must also
offer thanks to God for making him the trustee of the
rights of individuals, and not usurp the inheritance of any
one of them, for fear that he may be called to account on
the Day of Judgment.
Seventhly, that the Deccan consists of six subahs, each
of which was once ruled by a king of its own, had its own
nobles, ministers, a host of other officials and an army of
hundreds of thousands. Since this country was, in the time
of Khuld-Makdn (the Emperor Aurangzlb), brought un-
der the sway of one ruler, it is right that the ancient
families of the realm should be properly looked after, and
their members, according to their individual abilities
should, without preference, be employed in the service of
the Government, but none should have the responsibilities
of more than one office at one time lest the work should
suffer. Bear this principle in mind, and strongly impress
upon your advisers to keep you in close touch with the
affairs and the requirements of the people.

